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Foreword by MEC - T. W. Mchunu
Crime fighting is the priority of Government. His Excellency, Mr Jacob
Zuma, the President of the Republic of South Africa, in his State of the
Nation Address, on 11 February 2010 is on record with regards to putting
the fight against crime at the forefront of our agenda as Government and
as the people of South Africa. To borrow his words, “ We are working
hard to ensure that everyone in South Africa feels safe and is safe. We will
take further our work to reduce serious and violent crimes, and ensure
that the justice system works efficiently. We are implementing plans to
increase the number of Policemen and women by 10% over the next three
years. We have identified the fight against hijacking, business and house
robberies, as well as contact crimes such as murder, rape and assault, as
top priorities. We all have a role to play. Let us participate in community
safety forums. Let us stop buying stolen goods. Let us always be ready
to provide the Police with information about criminal activity”. Evidently,
the marching orders as they relate to this Department are best captured
here. Ours is to implement them in our strategic plans and in our annual
performance plans moving forward.

Mr T W Mchunu
MEC for Transport, Community
Safety and Liaison

The Premier of KwaZulu-Natal, Dr Zweli Mkhize, in his State of the Province Address, held on 25 February 2010
re-iterated to the people of KwaZulu-Natal that fighting crime remains a priority of the Government of the day.
He stated that, “Fighting crime requires the same passion, intensity, creativity and unity as we demonstrated in
the fight against apartheid. Unity and partnership, solidarity and support should be the basis of our combined
effort to defeat crime”. Once again the marching orders and the framework for fighting crime is mapped out
for the Department and all of us to heed.
The South African Government has laid down clear laws and policies that are the cornerstone of fighting
crime. The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa ( Act 108 of 1996 ), the South African Police Act, the
National Crime Prevention Strategy are examples of Government’s legal and policy instruments to fight crime.
It is important that these laws and policies are implemented and adhered to. This will take us forward in the
fight against crime.
The Police have done their best to contribute in the fight against crime. The prisons in South Africa are in
excess capacity owing to the work of prudent policing. Communities themselves recognize the good work
of the Police. We salute the men and women in blue for their significant role in ridding our communities of
criminals. We look forward to their sustainable positive contribution moving forward in this term of governance
and beyond.
Communities and other sectors of society have been provided adequate legal provision to ensure that they
also play their role in the fight against crime. It thus follows that, if all of us join forces with the Police, we can
no doubt win the war against crime and criminals.
The role of the Department of Community Safety and Liaison is to work with the Police and galvanise
communities in the fight against crime whilst also playing an oversight role over the Police. The Department
strives to fulfill this role through Monitoring and Evaluation, Community Liaison, Complaints Management,
Community Policing, Victim Empowerment, Social Crime Prevention, and Special Projects such as Volunteer
Social Crime Prevention Programme and Operation Hlasela. The Department has launched a new programme
called, “ Building a United Front Against Crime “. Central to this programme is that Government alone cannot
fight crime. All of us, communities, business, faith based organizations, to name a few must unite to fight and
win the war against crime.
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As a Department, we have a crucial role to play with regards to the upcoming 2010 FIFA World Cup in ensuring
crime free games. We remain optimistic that working together we will win the war against crime. We will
eventually live in a crime free KwaZulu-Natal, where men and women of this Province, both young and old are
safe and feel safe.

LET US BUILD A UNITED FRONT AGAINST CRIME!

T W Mchunu
MEC for Transport, Community Safety and Liaison
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Official sign off
It is hereby certified that this strategic plan:
•
•
•

Was developed by the management of the Department of Community Safety and Liaison under the
guidance of the Honorable MEC, Mr T W Mchunu
Takes into account all the relevant policies, legislation and other mandates for which the Department of
Community Safety and Liaison is responsible
Accurately reﬂects the strategic goals and objectives which the Department of Community Safety and
Liaison will endeavor to achieve over the period 2010-2015

E Ramsamy
Chief Financial Officer

Head of Planning
R L Goniwe

Ms Y E Bacus
Head of Department

Approved by:

T W Mchunu
Executive Authority
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Foreword by HOD - Y. E. Bacus
A new Government has been elected and this has signalled a new
beginning for our Country and indeed for our Province. It is a time when
we are re-booting our systems so as to plan ahead for an accountable,
performance measured approach to quality service delivery. This is vital.
If we are to keep on going on the same gear, we will one day experience
a system failure having failed review, re-evaluation, and reconfiguring our
position so that our focus and targets are always current and relevant.
The challenges posed by crime are uppermost in the minds of all South
Africans. This is especially true as we host the 2010 FIFA World Cup.
The World has turned its gaze to our Country and especially the host
Provinces. We need to lay the foundations that give that assurance that
all will be well before, during and after kick-off. The experience must be
intoxicating so that we become a permanent World-class destination for
visitors!

Ms Y E Bacus
HOD for Community Safety
and Liaison

Addressing crime is a central priority of Government. The President has
issued a clear call to all officials within the Public Administration that
Government must accelerate and extend its reach in providing services to each and every community in our
Country, including criminal justice services. In almost all pronouncements, it has emerged that the safety of
our people must be prioritized and that community mobilization is paramount .
The Department of Community Safety and Liaison takes its marching orders from all these pronouncements.
As such, we have over the long-term planned to further extend our reach in providing and improving on our
services to communities in the Province so that we may one day realize our vision of seeing ‘the people of
KwaZuu-Natal living in a safe and secure environment’. This will also contribute largely towards the realization
of the key priority areas on the pronouncements by the President and the Premier.
The Department of Community Safety and Liaison derives its mandate from Sections 206 and 208 of the
Constitution. Section 206 (3) states that each Province is entitled to:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

monitor Police conduct;
oversee the effectiveness and efficiency of the Police service;
promote good relations between the Police and the community;
assess the effectiveness of visible policing; and
liaise with the Cabinet member responsible for policing in the Province

Section 208 states that, ‘a civilian secretariat for the Police service must be established by National legislation
to function under the direction of the Cabinet member responsible for policing’. These legal provisions help
grow our young democracy by enshrining the principles of accountability, transparency, accessibility in the
interests of promoting better policing and ultimately, the safety and security of the citizens of our Country.
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In line with these mandates and the recent pronouncements by both our President and our Premier, this
Department will be focusing on the following key strategies over the next five years:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eliminating stock theft and offering appropriate protection to our farming communities;
Facilitating integrated social crime prevention at local level;
Empowering community structures and supporting victims of crime;
Building the capacity of Youth and Youth structures;
Engendering the education and the protection of the rights of the vulnerable;
Promotion of Rural safety and food security in deprived and depressed areas and
Promoting a healthy life for all.

Working hand-in-hand with the law enforcement agencies to improve services remains integral to our work.
Although the use of incarceration is perceived to be the best solution as criminals get their “just desserts”,
without an emphasis on preventive and developmental aspects, law enforcement will have limited effect. The
youth in our Province will continue to receive targeted attention with emphasis on developing leadership skills
through our Volunteer Social Crime Prevention programme (VSCPP). Youth development programmes will be
implemented alongside capacity building for schools to create safer spaces for teaching and learning.
The Communities-in-Dialogue Programme remains a key proactive measure in averting conﬂict within our
societies by promoting social cohesion. The Department has a crucial role with regard to the 2010 FIFA World
Cup. Our role is to support and provide input to the Provincial 2010 safety plans. Linked to the 2010 safety
plans are awareness campaigns to promote civic pride which the Department is spearheading on a number of
fronts including among the youth, the elderly, schools and numerous communities across the Province.
The onus is on each and every one of us to stand up and play a role in making our homes and streets
safe. Police single-handedly cannot win the war on crime. The fact of the matter is that criminals reside in
communities. Communities therefore should play a pivotal role in the fight against crime. Community Police
Forums and Community Safety Forums are all geared towards realizing this goal. The establishment of Street
Committees will give back control of our communities to our people. Every effort will be made to support the
establishment, functioning and sustaining of these community structures.
Our Department’s vision is that “the people of KwaZulu-Natal will live in a safe and secure environment”.
A vision should ignite us into action and invoke feelings of unification towards a common cause. We must
remember that with a vision and with rights, come responsibilities. When the advantaged begin to sacrifice a
little towards helping the disadvantaged and not “turn a blind eye”, then we will have turned the tide towards
crime. Let it be our resolve to pool all our efforts in “BUILDING A UNITED FRONT AGAINST CRIME”.

Y E Bacus
HOD: Community Safety and Liaison
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Management Profile

Ms Y E Bacus
HOD: Community
Safety and Liaison

Mr E Ramsamy
General Manager:
Corporate Services
and Finance

Mr R L Goniwe
General Manager:
Monitoring and
Evaluation

Mr I Nxumalo
Manager: Community
Policing

Ms Z Gumede
Manager: Security
Services

Mrs K E Mbongwe
Manager: Victim
Empowerment

Mr C Van Niekerk
Manager: Legal
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Ms F T C Hlela
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Services

Ms B Malebese
Manager: Special
Projects
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PART A: STRATEGIC OVERVIEW
1. VISION
The vision of the Department is:
“The people of KwaZulu-Natal live in a safe and secure environment”

2. MISSION
The mission of the Department is to:
“Be the lead agency in driving the integration of community safety initiatives, towards a crime free KwaZuluNatal”

3. VALUES
In the fulfilment of its mission and towards the attainment of its vision, the Department achieves performance
excellence through the adherence to the following operational values:
•

The full implementation of the Batho Pele principles, namely:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Consultation: Asking our clients how the Department can improve its services
Service standards: Meeting service standards that reﬂect the level and quality of service that is
important to its clients
Access: Making sure that our services are accessible to all who have a right to use them
Courtesy: Always being courteous and helpful and treating everyone with dignity and respect
Information: Giving our clients all the information they need to assist them in making the best use
of our services
Openness and transparency: being open and transparent about how we use our resources and
spending of our money
Redress: making it easy for our clients to say when they are unhappy with the service they have
received, apologizing immediately and trying to resolve the problem as soon as possible
Value for money: Making sure that we make the best use of all of the Department’s resources

Integration of effort between agencies, local authorities, Government Departments and all other
stakeholders
Teamwork - working together and building a spirit of co-operation
Knowledge application by encouraging all to learn, change and innovate
Professionalism, honesty and integrity
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4. LEGISLATIVE AND OTHER MANDATES
The authority and function of the Department is not decided on its own, but entrenched in our Constitution
and defined in National legislation. The Executive function of Provincial Government in relation to safety and
security is governed by the following legally binding documents:

4.1. Constitutional mandate
1.

The South African Constitution, 1996 (Act 108 of 1996), Chapter 11 defines the role of Provincial
Government in policing as follows:S206 (2) the National policing policy may make provision for different policies in respect of different
Provinces after taking into account the policing needs and priorities of these Provinces.
S206 (3) Each Province is entitled to:–
•
Monitor Police conduct;
•
Oversee the effectiveness and efﬁciency of the Police service including receiving reports on the
Police service;
•
Promote good relations between the Police and the community;
•
Assess the effectiveness of visible policing; and
•
Liaise with the Cabinet member responsible for policing with respect to crime and policing in the
Province.
Sub-section (4) further stipulates that a Provincial Executive is responsible for policing functions vested
in it by this Chapter, assigned to it in terms of National legislation and allocated to it in the National
policing policy.

4.2. Legislative mandates
1.

The South African Police Service Act, 1995 (Act 68 of 1995), provides that the Provincial Secretariats
must support the Provincial MEC for Community Safety and Liaison by:
•
Providing advice;
•
Ensuring civilian oversight of the South African Police Service;
•
Promoting democratic accountability and transparency in the South African Police Service;
•
Providing a legal advisory service;
•
Providing communication and administrative support;
•
Monitoring the implementation of policy of the South African Police Service; and
•
Conducting research and evaluate the functioning of the South African Police Service and report
thereon.

2.

Other legislation governing the operations of the Department includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Second-hand Goods Act, 2009
Child Justice Act, 2008
National Youth Development Agency Act, 2008
Criminal Law (Sexual Offences and Related Matters) Amendment Act, 2007
Older Person’s Act, 2006
Children’s Act, 2005
Firearms Control Act, 2000
KwaZulu-Natal Commissions Act, 1999
Domestic Violence Act, 1998
Maintenance Act, 1998
Criminal Procedure Act 1977
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3.

Legislation that governs the administrative functions of the Department includes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Public Finance Management Act, 1999
Public Service Act, 1994
Labour Relations Act, 1995
Basic Conditions of Employment Act, 1997
Employment Equity Act, 1998
Skills Development Act, 1998
Promotion of Equality and Prevention of Unfair Discrimination Act, 2000
Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000
Promotion of Access to Information Act, 2000
Preferential Procurement Policy Framework Act, 2001
Electronic Communications and Transactions Act, 2002
Regulation of Interception and Provision of Communication-Related Information Act, 2002
State Information Technology Agency Act, 1999

4.3. Policy Mandates
1.

The White Paper on Safety and Security, 1999 – 2004 (expired but not superseded) indicates that the
Department’s Provincial responsibilities are:
•
Initiating and co-ordinating social crime prevention programmes;
•
Mobilizing resources for social crime prevention programmes;
•
Co-ordinating a range of Provincial functions in order to achieve more effective crime prevention;
•
Evaluating and supporting the social crime prevention programmes at local Government level;
•
Implementing and taking joint responsibility for social crime prevention;
•
Establishing crime prevention programmes in areas where local Government is poorly resourced
or lacks capacity and the establishing of public and private partnerships to support crime
prevention.

2.

The National Crime Prevention Strategy, 1996 (Revised 1999) – reﬂects that the Department has a
responsibility to establish a Provincial Crime Prevention Strategy for the Province.

4.4. RELEVANT COURT RULINGS
There are no specific court rulings affecting the manner wherein the Department must execute its
Constitutional, Legislative and Policy Mandates.

4.5. PLANNED POLICY INITIATIVES
There is no policy initiatives planned in respect of the execution of the mandates of the Department as the
policy on safety and security are developed at a National level.
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5. SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS
Crime is intertwined in a complex relationship with the presence of other social problems. It is well known, for
example, that the areas with the greatest number of inter-personal crimes are also areas which are socially and
economically depressed. In terms of their socio-economic profile, these areas tend to have few recreational
facilities, high unemployment and families struggle to create healthy bonds. There is usually a high prevalence
of alcohol outlets and the levels of substance abuse are very high. As a consequence, youth are inevitably
drawn into criminal activities and anti-social behaviour.
Recently released crime statistics showed increases in house robberies, sexual offences, business robberies
and car and truck hijackings.

Elements of a United Front Against Crime
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The family as a basic unit in society;
Responsible citizenship: empowered, aware and caring communities;
Civic mindedness and building of community cohesion;
Crime reporting and information sharing ;
Interactive, responsive and caring Government;
Committed and creative civil society formations;
Ethical, involved and generous business community;
Effective community-based crime prevention programmes which protect young people from the dangers
that may prevail in their moral and social environment and
Restoring of healthy community life and improvement of the physical and moral environment.

Who will form part of the united front, and what will their responsibilities be?
•

Individuals and families supporting and guiding each other to become upstanding citizens:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

rejecting stolen goods
investing in young people
preventing teenage pregnancies
men excelling as fathers and role-models
women and children protected and safe
addressing alcohol and drug abuse
promoting respect for life and property
volunteering information to help Police track wanted and missing persons

A well functioning criminal justice system (CJS)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

improved cooperation between CJS and other role-players
improved conviction rates
provision of better resources and building capacity across the CJS
greater CJS accountability
CJS eradicating absenteeism, laziness and tardiness
corruption within the system rooted out
better investigations, prosecutions and rehabilitation of offenders
address case backlogs
improving services to victims
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•

Cohesive and caring communities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Schools
•
•
•
•
•

•

promoting morality, ethical behaviour and respect for human rights
engaged in community building and development

Business
•
•
•
•
•

•

ﬁnding solutions and creating opportunities
supported by families and communities with programmes to develop and achieve their potential
seeking and acquiring skills
improved attendance at school and tertiary institutions

Faith-based Organisations
•
•

•

effective places of teaching and learning
safe environments for learners and educators
respect for rights
supported by communities to achieve success
a valuable role for parents

Youth
•
•
•
•

•

create a caring and humane society underpinned by human rights
encourage social harmony and closer communal life
mutual support and encouragement for people to participate in the life and decision-making of the
community
better coordination of partnerships between communities and the Police
mediation of community conﬂicts
support for street committees
leave no hiding places for criminals
providing support for vulnerable persons, especially children, youth, elderly and the disabled
improving tolerance of differences and preventing xenophobia

promoting ethical behaviour
socially responsible
alignment of the work of the private security industry with the South African Police Service
(SAPS)
supporting crime prevention initiatives
creating a foundation to fund-raise

Civil society organisations
•
•
•

playing a developmental and supportive role to families and communities
playing a role in promoting values of positive living
identifying wrongdoers
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•

Government
•
•

interactive, responsive, caring and serving with excellence
Municipalities providing adequate services to communities.

5.1. PERFORMANCE ENVIRONMENT
5.1.1 The Department of Community Safety and Liaison is required to develop integrated responses
from all role players in safety and security. This involves extensive consultations supported by cooperative agreements between Departments and institutions to ensure that the mandates of the
Department are implemented.
5.1.2 The Department has been actively engaged in the development of a new National Policy for
community policing. In addition, with the continued change in crime trends and the high incidence
of serious and violent crimes in the Country, the South African Police Service has had to improve
strategies to combat any increase in such incidences and develop measures to prevent crime.
Accordingly, the Department’s responsibility lies in the monitoring of the effectiveness of these
new strategies as well as the evaluation of the impact of the Crime Combating Task Groups.
5.1.3 Social crime prevention also took on another dimension, which required that the Department
focus on matters of the violation of the rights of women and children. The Department has had
to examine whether policy responses such as the Anti-Rape Strategy and the Protocol on Child
Abuse and Sexual Harassment, provide the means for a sustained and appropriate response and,
having carried out that examination, ensuring that appropriate responses are executed.
5.1.4 The Department is currently expanding its partnerships to address Provincial crime priority areas.
Alignment of the Provincial Growth and Development Strategy with the Integrated Development
Plans of local Government is the key instrument through which the Department will provide
dedicated support to assist Municipalities in ensuring that sustainable social crime prevention work
forms an integral part of these plans. Capacity building of stakeholders includes training on how
they can fast track the effective implementation of new safety and security-related legislation.
5.1.5 One of the major challenges to the Department is the measurement of the impact of it’s services on
the communities of KwaZulu-Natal. Based on client feedback, significant progress is being made.
However, a scientific measurement system must be introduced to better measure and confirm
Departmental progress. The lack of relevant information showing the direct impact of programmes
run by the Department, adjusted by other factors beyond the control of the Department, prevents
the Department from implementing a strategic plan based on outcomes rather than outputs.
5.1.6 The Department continues to believe that increased budgetary support is essential for innovative
solutions, which have already been identified, that seek to address these challenges and provide
the Department with the means to forge multi-sectoral partnerships for crime prevention. This will
ultimately lead to the attraction of investment opportunities and thereby improve the economic
position of the Province.
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5.2. ORGANIZATIONAL ENVIRONMENT
The Organizational Environment and Challenges faced by the Department may be summarized as:
5.2.1 Shifting operational priorities due to the changing crime environment;
5.2.2 Lack of technical information to support decision-making;
5.2.3 Inadequate harmonization of geographic service delivery areas – between Local Government,
the Department of Justice and the South African Police Service, Government Departments and
between Government and Non-Governmental Organizations;
5.2.4 Inadequate vertical and horizontal integration between Government agencies; and
5.2.5 Policy gaps following the expiry of the White Paper on Safety and Security in December 2004,
pending the drafting of new safety and security legislation.
5.2.6. Information systems to support the departmental activities
5.2.6.1 Financial information systems are:
• Transaction systems comprise the transversal systems of BAS (ﬁnancial information),
• PERSAL (personnel and salaries), and
• HARDCAT for asset management.
Accounting information is drawn from BAS, which draws personnel costs from PERSAL.
Departmental Internal Control review of existing systems and transaction ﬂows to ensure
that these are consistent with the requirements of the PFMA and classification according
to the Standard Chart of Accounts. In addition, the Department has used the Provincial
Internal Audit Unit to complete risk analyses of the Department, identify potential
weaknesses and provide recommendations. The Department is addressing these as
necessary.
5.2.6.2. Operational information systems
The need for comprehensive systems to monitor operational performance was identified
following the considerable growth of the Department, specifically around:
• Development of a complaints management system has been completed and
implemented. This ensures that all complaints are recorded, tracked, relevant
communication is made with the South African Police Service and appropriate feedback
provided to the Complainant. The system is being used as a basis for a National
system;
• Development of a station evaluation system has been completed to ensure that all
Police stations are evaluated according to consistent methodologies and that reporting
is rapid, consistent and identified for follow-up where required; and
• Access to Geographic Information Systems (GIS) is imperative for the functioning of
this Department and needs to be commissioned as a matter of urgency. The principal
requirements of a GIS are to monitor security and safety trends in the Province, relate
those to community sizes and characteristics, identify high-risk areas, provide analyses
and direct projects to address these trends.
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5.2.6.3. Information reporting systems
Information reporting is derived from the financial and operational systems described
above together with manual reporting in respect of activities that have a relatively low level
of transaction volumes. Service delivery targets are of such a nature that the progress
made in meeting them can be determined relatively easily using manual sources of data
together with effective corroboration of results.
5.2.6.4. Information technology support
The Department has an Information Technology manager whose responsibilities include
maintenance of existing systems, ensuring proper integration of systems where possible
and development of new systems.
The Department has entered into an agreement with the State Information Technology
Agency (SITA) whereby the provision of Information Technology services is the
responsibility of SITA, as agent of the Department.
5.2.6.5. Performance management
The Department monitors performance information through the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Monthly MANCO meetings
Quarterly reports to Treasury
Reporting to the Portfolio Committee
Presentation to Cabinet as and when required
Presentation to relevant Cabinet clusters

5.2.6.6. Statistics relevant to the Sector
The Department operates in an environment that is characterized by the following:
• KZN has an estimated population of 11 million persons covering an area of 92 100
square kilometers
• The dominant language groups of the Province are isiZulu, English, Afrikaans and
Xhosa
• The dominant ethnic groups are made up of African, Asian, White and Coloured
persons
• KwaZulu-Natal is divided into 11 districts, one of which is a metropolitan municipality
• There are 188 SAPS stations which form the basis of the Department’s oversight
function. A total of approximately 19 000 SAPS members are responsible for these
stations
• The SAPS restructuring process allows for these stations to be grouped into 25
clusters
• The core functions of the Department relate to building a united front against crime
through various crime prevention strategies and to provide oversight on the SAPS in
KZN
• The Department works closely and in collaboration with relevant sector Departments
such as Education, Social Welfare and Transport to deal with all crime related issues
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5.2.6.7. Demographics data

Representivity Statistics at 1 January 2010

White
Female
2.44%

White Male
3.66%

Indian
Male
9.76%
African Female
42.68%
Indian Female
8.54%
Coloured Male
1.22%
Coloured Female
4.88%

African Male
26.83%
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Comparison of Departmental and National and Provincial
Demographics as per 2001 Census
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SA

39.12%

35.77%
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KZN

40.71%
42.68%

39.60%
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1.01%
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6.52%
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3.15%
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3.94%
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Coloured Female Coloured Male Indian Female

White Male

5.3. DESCRIPTION OF THE STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS
The strategic planning process is not an isolated event but rather one that continually understands
the existing and desired situations, identifies the gap between the two and defines goals and targets
(the strategy) to reduce the gaps.
5.3.1 Strategic Planning is an ongoing Process
•

All these activities are repetitive exercises, as the Department’s vision, mission, objectives,
and strategy to implementation are never carved in stone. Evaluating performance,
reviewing changes in the surrounding environment, and making adjustments are normal
and necessary parts of the interdependent parts of the strategic management process.
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•

•
•

At the corporate level, the strategic management process includes activities that range
from environmental scanning to performance evaluation. The external environment is
scanned for opportunities and threats and the internal environment for strengths and
weaknesses. After identifying these factors, management evaluates their interaction and
determines the appropriateness of the corporate mission and strategic goals.
The first step in formulating strategy is formulation and acceptance of a vision and
mission statement, which leads to a determination of corporate objectives, strategies and
policies.
These strategies and policies are implemented through programmes, budgets, and
processes. Performance evaluation and feedback then ensure the desired control of
organisational activities.

5.3.2 The Strategic Management Process
At the Department level, strategic planning can be seen as the initial step in an ongoing
planning cycle, intended for implementation. This cycle, which is core to the Department’s
efforts to implement performance-based management, involves setting goals and
objectives, translating these goals and objectives into programme plans and budgets,
implementing programmes, and evaluating results.
The Department’s strategic plan provides the backbone for each component’s operational
plan as well as for their reporting on performance and the management of their budgets.
Crafting and implementing strategy are important management functions, but the process
does not end after the strategic plan has been developed. Strategic management is
managed as a value chain where the equal importance and interrelationships between all its
components is recognised and acknowledged.
The Department’s revised strategic plan was established during a strategic planning meeting
in July 2009 attended by all major stakeholders. Senior management, under the guidance of
the Executive Authority, reviewed the plan and updated it to ensure that it reﬂected the needs
of the stakeholders, that legislative mandates would be achieved and that the interests of the
stakeholders would be maintained.
5.3.3 Strategy Implementation
The strategy-implementing function consists of seeing what it will take to make strategy
work and to reach its targets on schedule. Strategy implementation is the translation of
strategies and policies into action through development of programmes, budgets and
procedures.
This process normally involves changes within the Department and can include aspects
such as:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

developing new processes and procedures to execute the strategy;
transforming the organogram into an organisational structure capable of carrying out the
strategy and strategic management process successfully;
creating capacity to sustain the strategic management process;
developing and allocating budgets;
establishing and implementing policies that support the strategy;
motivating staff members at all levels in ways that induce them to pursue the target
objectives;
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(g)
(h)
(i)

creating a supportive corporate culture;
instituting best practices and programme for continuous improvement; and
exerting the leadership needed to ensure implementation.

The strategy-implementation task is easily the most complicated and time-consuming
segment of the strategic management process and cuts across virtually all facets of
management.
5.3.4 Evaluation and Control
Evaluation and control is the process by which the activities and performance results are monitored
and actual performance compared with desired performance. Although evaluation and control is
the final major element of the Department’s strategic management process, it can also inform
weaknesses in previously implemented strategic plans and thus stimulate the entire process or
components of the process from scratch.
For evaluation and control to be effective, managers must obtain clear, prompt, and unbiased
information feedback from all levels in the Department. Feedback in the form of performance data
and activity reports runs through the entire strategic management process as indicated. Based
on feedback results, management might adjust either strategy formulation or implementation, or
both.
5.3.5 The relationship between the Strategic Plan and Performance Management
The objectives contained in the Strategic Plan should be linked to a performance management
system, and must inform individual performance agreements. The performance management
system must include measurable performance indicators that provide the basis for comparing the
results with established strategic goals that relate to the performance of the Department.
The Strategic Plan is a compilation of the insight and pooled expertise that resides in the
Department’s managers. The process is an annual cycle with reviews and adaptations to the
Strategic Plan to fit changes in both the external and internal environments.
The Strategic Plan is also a means to bridge cultural, organisational and individual viewpoints to
reach a shared vision and goals for an ever increasingly effective and efficient Department. The
strategic management approach has already brought more focus in budget determination, on the
relationship between strategic and performance goals, related programme results and resources,
and has enhanced the Department’s ability to articulate and pursue crosscutting efforts.
The Department is committed to a continuing process of improving performance by maintaining a
consistent focus on its strategic goals, refining the definition and measurement of the outcomes of
its work, and improving the communication of the results of the Department’s efforts to the public.
Most importantly, this document reﬂects more than words on paper; it is an action plan reﬂecting
the Department’s commitment to rendering a service in line with the Batho Pele principles.
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6. STRATEGIC GOALS OF THE DEPARTMENT
6.1. OVERVIEW OF THE DEPARTMENT
Program
Administration

Civilian Oversight

Purpose
Sub-Program
Provide support to the MEC Management Services
and HOD and all financial and
non-financial systems within
the Department
Provide service delivery to M o n i t o r i n g a n d
stakeholders
Evaluation
Community Liaison

Purpose
Provide support to the MEC and HOD
and all financial and non-financial
systems within the Department
Monitor, report and evaluate formal
policing activities
Facilitate the development,
coordination of social crime prevention
initiatives and to support victim
empowerment strategies

The Department has taken cognizance of the National and Provincial priorities in drafting its strategic
framework. These include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rural Development, Agrarian reform
Fighting Crime and Corruption
Education and Skills for all
Health for all
Creating Decent Work and Ensuring Economic Growth
Nation Building and Good Governance
Social and Economic Infrastructure
Cohesive and Sustainable Committees
InterNational Cooperation
Sustainable Resource Management

The Provincial Cabinet has clearly identified priority areas that all Departments must promote towards the
attainment of positive growth and development in the Province, which include:

PROVINCIAL STRATEGIC PRIORITIES: OUTCOMES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improved Quality of Basic Education
A Long and Healthy Life for all South Africans
All People in South Africa are Safe and Feel Safe
Decent Employment through Inclusive Economic Growth
Skilled and Capable Workforce to Support an Inclusive Growth Path
Efﬁcient, Competitive and Responsive Infrastructure Network
Vibrant, Equitable, Sustainable Rural Development Communities Contributing to food Security to All
Sustainable Human Settlements and Improved Quality of Household Life
Responsive, Accountable, Effective and Efﬁcient Local Government System
Create a Better South Africa, and a better World
An Efﬁcient, Effective and Development oriented Public Service and an Empowered, Fair and Inclusive
Citizenship
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Although these Provincial Priority areas may not appear as strategic goals for the Department, the effect of this
Department’s outputs on these priority areas will become evident in the operational planning and reporting of
the line function components.
In particular, the leading role to be played by the Department in reviewing the planning and implementation of
safety and security surrounding the 2010 World Cup, Volunteer Social Crime Prevention Project, Stock Theft
and the programmes aimed at reducing the incidence of drug abuse and gender violence are critical for the
future of the Province.
Flowing from the identified mandates and based on the strategic direction required by the Department, the
following strategic goals and objectives were identified:

6.2. STRATEGIC GOALS OF THE DEPARTMENT
Strategic Goal: 1 To provide Executive Support to the MEC and the HOD
To render a full range of support services in respect of Finance, Legal, Security and Corporate
Goal Statement
Services
This aims to provide effective and comprehensive human resource systems; provide facilities;
Justification
information communication technology services; communication services; legal services; financial
management services; security management; risk management and internal control
Nation Building and Good Governance: Creation of inclusive Government and a compassionate,
Links
non-racial and integrated society, efficient administration and elimination of fraud and corruption
Promote democratic accountability and transparency in the Police Service and advise the South
African Police Service towards effectively addressing Provincial needs and priorities
Goal Statement To strengthen Governance and Service Delivery within the SAPS environment
Justification
To ensure a high quality of service delivery by SAPS to communities
High levels of service delivery within the SAPS, Reduction in crime, Improved SAPS efficiency and
Links
effectiveness

Strategic Goal: 2

To address service delivery complaints against the SAPS to support the raising of service
standards
Goal Statement To improve the service standards within the South African Police Service
Justification
To improve public confidence and trust in the Police
Reduction in crime, High levels of public confidence in the SAPS and Reduction in complaints
Links
against the SAPS

Strategic Goal: 3
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Strategic Goal: 4 To co-ordinate social crime prevention initiatives
To conceptualise, design and implement social crime prevention programmes that address the
Goal Statement
underlying causes of crime and which build resilience within communities
Dealing with crime in a developmental context requires understanding and addressing the root
Justification
causes of crime
The Provincial priority of Strengthening Governance and Service Delivery is addressed by the
IDP Safety Plan Project, Youth Crime Prevention Hub, Provincial Crime Prevention Forum and the
Research programme. The Capacity Building Programmes respond to the SONA imperative that rural
development be prioritised. The Substance Abuse Campaigns respond to the SOPA to fight drugs.
Substance Abusers are a social cluster priority target group. The focus on school safety is guided
by the SONA and SOPA imperatives to create a secure future for children. The Provincial priority of
Links
Developing Human Capability is addressed by the Integrated Youth Development Strategy, School
Safety and Ondlunkulu capacity-building programmes. These also respond to the SONA imperative to
build community solidarity and a caring society. The consolidation of community network structures
address the SONA imperative of working together, strengthening all institutions and integrating the
CJS. All the social crime prevention programmes respond to the SOPA pronouncements on the need
to address the links between poverty and crime
Strategic Goal: 5 To promote good relations and establish partnerships between the Police and the communities
To promote and support active partnerships between the Police and communities through which
Goal Statement crime, service delivery and Police-community relations can jointly be analysed and appropriate
solutions designed and implemented
The Police should be assisted to consciously strive to create and maintain an atmosphere in which
Justification
potential community partners are able to co-operate with the Police.
The establishment of healthy partnerships between the Police and communities addresses the
Provincial priorities of strengthening governance and service delivery, and the SONA imperatives
of enhancing the criminal justice system and reducing crime by 7% to 10%. The capacity building
offered to members of the community responds to the priority of developing human capability and
Links
the SONA skills development imperative. The Communities-in-Dialogue Programme responds to
the SONA imperative of building community solidarity and a caring society and promoting unity
in diversity . The establishment of Community Safety Forums addresses the SONA imperative of
working together to strengthen all institutions, integrate the CJS, develop a shared value system
based on the spirit of community and building a popular front against crime.
Strategic Goal: 6 To promote and support Victim Empowerment
Goal Statement To promote special support programs for victims of crimes and other vulnerable groups
Justification
Various vulnerable groups need to be more aware of their protective rights
State of the Nation and State of the Province addresses have consistently raised the issue of
Links
vulnerable groups and the need for this Department to take the process forward
Strategic Goal: 7 Manage and implement inter-sectoral and special projects effectively
Goal statement To manage Departmental specific projects and render inter-sectoral services
Justification
To undertake special projects and inter-sectoral collaboration
Intensive campaign to fight crime – discourage buying stolen goods (SONA & SOPA)
Prevention of crime and corruption - VSCPP will be reinforced and
expanded ahead of 2010 FIFA World Cup and forever after – SOPA
Links
Community-based crime prevention good practices (“build community solidarity and a caring
society”)
Create job opportunities – EPWP
Training and skills development initiatives (SONA)
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6.3. DEPARTMENTAL FLAGSHIP OUTPUTS/PROJECTS
KEY OUTPUTS OF FLAGSHIP PROGRAM: BUILDING A UNITED FRONT AGAINST CRIME
The Department will introduce “Operation Hlasela” in every community. Operation Hlasela seeks to create
“pockets of excellence” where communities, civil society formations and Government will work very closely
together to speed up the improvements of their areas in respect of crime, safety and even the general
well-being of the community. This is intended to promote a healthy and sustainable co-existence where
communities can thrive and the fundamental tenets of a democracy can be seen to be alive.
Critical development issues
In terms of it’s crime profile, the main challenges facing the Province of KZN are:
•

Inter-group conflicts: These conﬂicts, some of which are currently underway, place a considerable
burden on the already stretched resources of the Police. These disputes occur as a result of:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Land / boundary disputes
Taxi disputes
Leadership struggles
Revenge
Stock theft related matters.

Taxi-related disputes: These disputes also consume resources that could otherwise be channeled to
other crime problems and occur throughout the Province. Among the root causes are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Disputed collection of money
Internal conﬂict within the Taxi associations
Power struggles for control over routes and ranks
Competition for passengers
Moratorium on the enforcement of route permits (operator permits)
Intimidation and murder of witnesses affect the investigations and prosecutions.

•

Political intolerance: This is most evident in areas such as Estcourt, Greytown, Glebelands, Nongoma
and Mandeni. Some contributing factors are that ﬂoor crossers are regarded as enemies. Councillors
attempt to rid their wards of opposition, when inroads are made by opposing parties into strongholds.
Intra-party tensions also occur.

•

Stock Theft: Stock Theft evokes strong emotions in this Province because livestock represents wealth
and stock losses often lead to owners’ ﬁnancial ruin, to intergroup conﬂict and to revenge attacks.
Some stock losses are due to lack of stock management (counting and reporting of losses timeously),
theft of fencing and ineffective branding of stock. The problem is exacerbated by the fact that local
Municipalities are not complying with their obligations to establish pounds for the safekeeping of
recovered stock. Victim support is also lacking. While legislation compels branding and tattooing as
means of identification of stock, compliance levels are low.

•

Trans-National Crimes: The Province unfortunately has porous borders that are penetrated by criminals.
Crimes occurring across interNational borders include Stock Theft, Vehicle Theft, Drug smuggling and
the Illegal import and export of goods, including counterfeit goods.
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•

Labour issues: These result from dissatisfaction with working conditions and wages and are generally
most prevalent during wage negotiation periods (April – August).

•

Local Government and land issues: Service delivery tensions occur in certain communities which
require diverting policing resources and public stability operations. Contentious issues include:
•
•
•

Slow pace of ﬁnalisation of land claims
Eviction of farm tenants
Lack of grazing land for emerging farmers

•

Rural safety: Rural safety related issues are becoming more prevalent. Criminals are increasingly viewing
rural communities as lucrative and soft targets for exploitation. Incidents include robberies of farmers
and their employees are sporadic and opportunistic in nature. House robbery is now also occurring in
rural communities.

•

Tourist safety: The upcoming 2010 FIFA Soccer World Cup has heightened the focus on tourist safety.
Tourists are perceived to have a lot of money and expensive belongings and are targeted for their
cameras, jewellery, credit cards, cellular phones, passports, and clothing. A decline in incidents has
been noted. An integrated effort is required from all stakeholders to ensure the safety and security of the
tourism environment.

•

Assaults: Assaults account for the majority of contact crimes in the Province and generally lead to more
serious crimes due to retaliatory actions. Liquor and drugs are a major contributing factor. Shebeens
and taverns are hot spots for assaults. They usually involve known persons and arise from intolerance
between people.

•

Trio Crimes, viz. Business Robberies, House Robberies and Vehicle Hijackings: These crimes have
been prioritised for specific attention by Government. An integrated approach by all stakeholders
is necessary to deal with them. House robberies are on the increase in informal settlements due to
inadequate physical security measures. A readily available market is fueling the increase. Firearms are
readily available. Conviction of persons, found in possession of stolen goods is unacceptably low.

•

Property crime: These include housebreaking and vehicle thefts.

•

Proliferation of Firearms: Firearms were used in 37% of reported murder cases, 88.5% in carjacking
cases and 78% in truck hijacking cases.

•

Commercial Crimes: Investigation of commercial crimes is very complex. The cyber environment lends
itself to exploitation by criminals. Instances of these crimes include card cloning during electronic
payments, ATM related incidents, the tendering of fraudulent documents (such as matric certificates,
birth and marriage certificates) and corruption in Government Departments.

•

Organised Crime: These involve narcotics, vehicle thefts and hijackings, wildlife/endangered species
theft, non ferrous metal theft, business robberies, ATM bombings, stock theft, human trafficking
(prostitution) and corruption.
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The Department will be coordinating various activities that will lend weight behind the Provincial Flagship
Program, that, in addition to being cost drivers in the Department and having a measurable impact on the
reduction of crimes in its various forms, are also highly visible and have a marked effect on the communities
they serve. These outputs to be achieved by the Department of Community Safety and Liaison are:
1.

The Volunteer Social Crime Prevention Project (VSCPP)
The Department is undertaking a Volunteer Social Crime Prevention Project in order to establish a
community engagement mechanism for law enforcement agencies with the key objective of driving social
crime prevention. The intended outcomes of this project are a reduction in social crime, a corresponding
reduction in the fear of crime and the promotion of KwaZulu-Natal as a safe place for communities,
tourists and businesses.
Initially 1 200 volunteers were identified. To date, 1 850 volunteers have been recruited and trained, and
this will rise to 2 100 over the build up to 2010. Volunteers are ordinary people performing contractually
defined functions of social crime prevention. This mechanism will provide a balance between law
enforcement and community engagement on a day-to-day basis by facilitating localized social crime
priorities and community activism against social crime through activities such as public meetings,
consultative forums and early warning activities.
The volunteers compliment the activities of the Department, the CPFs, and the established policing
structures.
The funding of the VSCPP project has increased from R20m in 2007/08, R40m in 2008/09 to R52.7m
in 2009/10 and R59m in 2010/11. The key objective is to raise awareness and enlist the cooperation
of communities on Crime Prevention and Community Safety, reduce public fear of crime and generate
more law-abiding citizens who become the guardians of our democracy.

2.

The Justice Crime Prevention and Security (“JCPS”) Cluster
The JCPS has been launched in KwaZulu-Natal. This ensures that strategic planners in the Criminal
Justice arena, who are from different spheres of Government, communicate, plan and integrate in
respect of the upholding of law and order. The current operational Criminal Justice Formations, such as
the Provincial Integrated Justice Forum (PIJF), then feed into the Provincial JCPS Cluster for strategic
deliberations around issues such as street children, urban decay, and youth diversion from crime,
asylum seekers, integrated safety planning and environmental design. This Cluster has now reached a
significant level of visibility in that each Cluster meeting is held on the field in parts of the Province where
the alignment of CJS structures is problematic. Here the community are given audience with the JCPS
members to convey their concerns and demand accountability from us as public servants.

3.

The “Stolen Goods” project
The Department has identified the Stolen Goods Market as a challenge facing communities. There is a
need to engage communities in respect thereof through our Complaints Management Directorate which
has launched an educational and awareness campaign aimed at:
•
•
•

discouraging support of the stolen goods market;
canvassing the causes and impact of this type of crime on the economy, primary and secondary
victims as well as market participants; and
Reducing the strength and prevalence of the stolen goods market leading up to the 2010 Soccer
World Cup, which in turn would lead to a reduction in crime.
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The campaign will run for an extended period of time in the form of Crime Awareness Campaigns,
billboard displays, awareness material distribution and radio programmes. The project will be undertaken
with community and business participation to ensure effective implementation of the project.
4.

Operation Khuz’mhlola - Creating public awareness
To convert the “16 Days of Activism” campaign to one that is “365 Days of Activism”, the Department
developed a programme called ‘Operation Khuz’umhlola’. This ground-breaking programme is totally
dedicated to promoting human rights especially those of vulnerable groups and is aimed at inﬂuencing
communities to be proactive on personal safety and to form networks of support in their communities.

5.

Communities in Dialogue Programme (“CiDP”)
The CiDP was announced by the Premier in his State of the Province Address in 2006. Since then the
Department has been inundated with a demand for it’s Conﬂict Resolution Interventions in terms of the
Communities-in-Dialogue Programme. Increasing numbers of requests for intervention are received from
Provincial Departments, Traditional Leaders as well as the SAPS. Some of the dialogues in progress are
the Ezakheni rift over land invasions and the Charlestown cattle impounding and Trust Land dispute.
In this financial year, communities will be mobilized to assume responsibility in the struggle for peace,
stability and safer places to live, through proactive community dialogue sessions. This will culminate
in the establishment of a sustainable environment for dialogue in communities. The success of these
dialogues ensures that peace is sustained and crime is reduced.

6.

MEC’s Community Awards for Policing
These awards are presented to the SAPS in KwaZulu-Natal based on surveys carried out amongst
communities and stakeholders in the Province. They do not rely on input from either the Department or
the SAPS and this differentiates the awards from all other awards in other Provinces. It is the communities
themselves who make a choice in terms of which officer, station or special unit has best served their
interests. This is an unprecedented innovation for law enforcement structures in the Country.

7.

Thathulwazi Community Police training
This is a unique training programme provided to members of CPF in KwaZulu-Natal and focuses on
enabling them to be more effective in their forums and in the communities. It has been highly successful
and has been requested by other organizations in the Province. This programme is undertaken in
partnership with FET Colleges in KZN so that our community members can enjoy credible training and
obtain genuine skills. Already this programme has yielded employment for a few CPF members.

8.

Integrated Youth Development Strategy (IYDS)
The Integrated Youth Development Strategy (IYDS) is a framework for programmes and projects/activities
that will make communities and young persons safe. It is essential because it is the best way to prevent
and reduce crime among young persons. The ultimate objectives of the IYDS are therefore to reduce the
levels of crime and fast track development of youth in KwaZulu-Natal, as a Province and South Africa as
a Country.
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PART B: STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
7. PROGRAM 1: ADMINISTRATION
Programme 1 consists of a single sub-programme, Management Services, and includes Financial
Management, Risk Management, Internal Control, Human Resource Management, Legal Administration
Support, Security Services, Corporate Services, Communications, Information Technology and Auxiliary and
Associated Services.

7.1. Situational analysis
Provide executive support to the Head of Department and all financial and non-financial systems within the
Department.
The Department is already reaping the rewards of the transformation plan that was set in motion to enhance
service delivery. This includes the formulation and implementation of the Departmental Service Commitment
Charter, the development of an effective Human Resource Plan, a Performance Management System and
ongoing evaluation and maintenance of service delivery improvement.

7.2. Analysis of constraints and proposed counter-measures
Constraints
Delays in work-study.
Continual change in National policies.
Development needs exceed the available resources
(funds and time).
Lack of cooperation by Intelligence structures.
Delays on response from state security agencies.

Counter Measure
Request assistance from Office of the Premier and the DPSA.
Participate in all HRM policy development forums.
Competency assessment and prioritization of training.
Constant interaction with Intelligence structures.
Continuous communication and improving working relations.

7.3. Description of planned quality improvement measures
The Department will be developing and implementing the following quality improvement measures:
•
•
•
•

Implementation and maintenance of a Transformation Plan;
Implementation and maintenance of a Service Delivery Improvement Plan;
Implementation and maintenance of a Performance Management System; and
Development, implementation and integration of information systems.
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7.4. Strategic Objectives
PROGRAM 1
The following strategic objectives have been defined for Programme 1:
Strategic Objective 1
Objective Statement
Baseline
Justification
Links
Strategic Objective 2
Objective Statement
Baseline
Justification
Links

To provide and maintain effective and comprehensive human resource systems;
To support the Department’s goal of a fully staffed organization
Fund and maintain the organization structure of 127 posts
A fully staffed organization structure will ensure that the goals of the Department are met
Strengthening Governance and Service Delivery
•
Nation Building and Good Governance
Provide facilities that enable the Department to achieve its objectives;
All staff to be equipped with appropriate space and tools in order to fulfill their core functions
Maintaining the existing facilities by reviewing facilities plan annually
Appropriate facilities will contribute to improved outputs
Strengthening Governance and Service Delivery
•
Nation Building and Good Governance

Use Information Communication Technology services to optimize the performance of the
Department;
To ensure that staff has access to the various forms of information especially via email and
Objective Statement
internet and to process such information with the tools provided by the Department
Baseline
Implementation of ICT strategy throughout the Department
Good communication, improved reporting and timeous presentation of reports enhances the
Justification
corporate image of the Department
Links
Strengthening Governance and Service Delivery

Strategic Objective 3

Strategic Objective 4 Create public awareness of the existence of the Department and its Services;
Objective Statement To increase the number of people to become aware of the services offered by the Department
Baseline
Reaching at least 6 million persons annually
Communities become aware of the services and they will assist the Department to respond to
Justification
the needs of the communities in the arena of crime prevention and a safer KZN
Links
Strengthening Governance and Service Delivery
Strategic Objective 5
Objective Statement
Baseline
Justification
Links

Promote the integration of Batho Pele into the daily business of the Department;
To improve the quality of services delivered by the Department in line with the BP principles
External customer survey
The quality of the services provided by the Department will improve
Strengthening Governance and Service Delivery

Strategic Objective 6 The provision of effective and efficient legal services to the Department;
To provide legal advice and support to the MEC and HOD in order to manage litigations for and
Objective Statement
against the Department
Baseline
Preparation of at least 9 submissions per annum
Justification
It will minimize litigations against the Department
Links
Strengthening Governance and Service Delivery
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Strategic Objective 7
Objective Statement
Baseline
Justification
Links

Provide effective security management services for the Department;
To ensure that all facilities, programs and plans are adequately safeguarded
Compilation of an approved safety plan for the Department
It will ensure that all personnel are able to work under peaceful conditions
Strengthening Governance and Service Delivery

Strategic Objective 8
Objective Statement
Baseline

Provision of an effective & efficient financial management system as well as an;
To ensure that the budget allocated to the Department is utilized for the purpose of the vote
Processing of at least 4 000 payments annually
The Department will be able to manage its annual budget in line with the targets set and to
achieve it’s core mandate
Strengthening Governance and Service Delivery

Justification
Links
Strategic Objective 9
Objective Statement
Baseline
Justification
Links

Provision of an effective & efficient Supply Chain & Asset Management Service;
To ensure that the principles of the PPPFA, PFMA and other prescripts are adhered to in order
that there is an equitable distribution of wealth especially to the previously disadvantage
communities
Compilation of the procurement plan and generate order within 3 days of receipt of
requisition
Department assets will be safeguarded and used to the purpose that it was intended. Also, the
Department will be able to respond to community projects timeously
Strengthening Governance and Service Delivery

Strategic Objective 10 To produce reliable and authentic annual financial statements;
To compile the annual financial statements in line with the requirements of the PFMA and to
Objective Statement
provide the Department with an unqualified audit report
Baseline
Production of AFS annually
Information (financial and non-financial) will be made available to all relevant persons and
Justification
organizations to ensure transparency
Links
Strengthening Governance and Service Delivery
Strategic Objective 11 Effective & efficient Internal Control & Risk Management service;
To develop and implement risk and audit action plans so that all processes within the
Objective Statement
Department are transparent without any fraudulent and corrupt practices
Baseline
Conducting the annual risk assessment for the Department
Justification
The Department will be able to operate in an environment with the minimum of risks
Links
Strengthening Governance and Service Delivery
Strategic Objective 12 To evaluate the existence, quality and consistency of documentation and information;
Objective Statement To ensure that all processes are documented and in compliance with the existing prescripts
Baseline
Testing of at least 120 documents annually
This will ensure that all prevailing prescripts are adhered to and to prevent fraud and
Justification
corruption
Links
Strengthening Governance and Service Delivery
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7.5. RESOURCE CONSIDERATIONS
7.5.1 Expenditure Trends
Summary of payments and estimates - Programme 1: Administration
Main
Appropriation

Outcome
R Thousand

Managment
Office of the HOD

Audited
2006/07

Audited
2007/08

Audited
2008/09

Adjusted
Appropriation

Revised
Estimate

2009/10

Medium-term Estimates
2010/11

2011/12

2012/13

23,680

21,335

26,795

34,981

34,981

35,066

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

5,920

6,119

6,516

Financial Management

-

-

-

-

-

-

9,887

10,578

11,266

Corporate Services

-

-

-

-

-

-

18,944

20,001

20,485

Legal

-

-

-

-

-

-

2,232

2,388

2,543

Security

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,647

1,762

1,876

23,680

21,335

26,795

34,981

34,981

35,066

38,630

40,848

42,686

Total
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Summary of payments and estimates by economic classification - Programme 1: Administration
Main
Appropriation

Outcome
R Thousand

Current payments
Compensation of employees
Goods and services

Audited
2006/07

Audited
2007/08

Audited
2008/09

Adjusted
Appropriation

Revised
Estimate

2009/10

Medium-term Estimates
2010/11

2011/12

2012/13

22,186

21,101

26,684

34,766

34,512

34,597

38,400

40,407

42,433

8,329

9,569

13,252

14,979

14,628

14,933

16,698

17,894

19,089

13,852

11,532

13,432

19,787

19,884

19,664

21,702

22,713

23,345

Interest and rent on loan

5

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Transfers and subsidies to:

729

-

-

-

351

351

-

-

-

Provinces and municipalities

6

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Departmental agencies and
accounts

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Universities and technikons

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Foreign Governments and
interNational organisations

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Public corporations and
private enterprises

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Non-profit institutions
Households
Payments for capital assets
Building and other fixed
structures
Machinery and equiptment
Heritage assets

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

723

-

-

-

351

351

-

-

-

765

234

111

215

118

118

230

241

253

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

627

234

111

215

118

118

230

241

253

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Specialised military assets

-

-

-

-

-

-

Biological Assets

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Land and sub-sol asstes
Software and other intangible
assets
Payments fo financial assets
Total

-

-

138

-

-

-

23,680

21,335

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

26,795

34,981

34,981

35,066

38,630

40,848

42,686

Expenditure against the programme: Management is explained in detail when describing the
economic classification trends below.
Compensation of employees:
The increase against this category from 2007/08 to the 2008/09 main budget can be ascribed to
employment of interns and the approval of the General Manager: Governance post, as well as the
general salary adjustment. During the 2008/09 Adjustments Estimate an amount of R286 000 was
moved from Programme 2: Civilian Oversight (sub-programme) Community Liaison to this category
to partly fund the higher than anticipated 2008 wage agreement. The increase in 2009/10 against
Compensation of employees is mainly due to the provision of salary adjustments announced by DPSA.
The increase over the remainder of the MTEF reflects the cost of the full structure of the programme
against Compensation of employees, including inflationary increases and pay progressions.
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Goods and Services:
The increase against this category from the 2008/09 main Budget to the 2008/09 Adjusted Budget
is due to the department moving funds from Machinery and equipment to Goods and services to
provide for core activities, as mentioned under Section 5.3 above. The allocation over the 2009/10
MTEF period, particularly in the outer years, is to provide for the creation of public awareness of the
rights and responsibilities of the members of communities, and the services available to them from
the Department.
Capital Expenditure
The decrease in expenditure from 2006/07 going forward is attributed to the once off expenditure
incurred as a result of the relocation of the Department to Pietermaritzburg.
The expenditure on Machinery and equipment, and the budget over the 2009/10 MTEF is to
cater for the purchase of equipment for new staff appointments and the replacement of existing
equipment.
7.5.2 Trends in staff numbers
The Department’s organizational structure has not changed to date. However, there are plans to
include the following during the MTEF period:
•
•

To incorporate the VSCPP volunteers as a permanent feature of the Department
To split the Complaints Management Directorate into Complaints and Transformation

In the interim, the staff numbers remain constant over the MTEF.
7.5.3 Performance indicators over the MTEF
CORPORATE SERVICES

Performance Indicators
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5

1.6
1.7

No of posts funded
Fully implemented
PMDS
Service conditions
processed
Number of new HR
policies
Personal development
programmes
developed and
implemented
Number of cases that
are resolved timeously
Internships

Estimated
Medium Targets
Performance
2007/08 2008/09 2009/10
2010/11
2011/12 2012/13 2013/14
107
126
126
126
126
126
126
107
126
126
126
126
126
126
Actual performance

107

126

126

126

126

126

126

2

6

6

4

4

4

4

4

16

16

6

6

6

6

2

2

3

4

4

4

4

0

30

15

15

15

15

15
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Performance Indicators
1.8

Employee health and
wellness
1.9 Facilities plan
1.10 ICT strategy

Estimated
Medium Targets
Performance
2007/08 2008/09 2009/10
2010/11
2011/12 2012/13 2013/14
0
4
4
4
4
4
4
Actual performance

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

COMMUNICATION

Performance Indicators
1.1 Outreach
1.2 Annual peoples report
1.3 External customer
satisfaction

Actual performance
2007/08 2008/09 2009/10
2m
3m
5m
1
1
1
1
1
1

Estimated
Performance
2010/11
6m
1
1

Medium Targets
2011/12 2012/13 2013/14
6m
6m
6m
1
1
1
1
1
1

LEGAL SERVICES

Performance Indicators
1.1 Legal Support cases
1.2 Cases Successfully
handled
1.3 Number of meetings
1.4 Number of reports PoA
1.5 Public education
campaigns
1.6 Documents drafted/
edited
1.7 Number of opinions

Actual performance
2007/08 2008/09 2009/10
7
7
7
4
4
3

Estimated
Performance
2010/11
8
4

Medium Targets
2011/12 2012/13 2013/14
9
9
9
4
4
4

4
4
1

4
4
1

4
4
1

4
4
1

4
4
1

4
4
1

4
4
1

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

5

5

6

8

8

8

8

SECURITY SERVICES

Performance Indicators
1.1 Requests sent to
intelligence structures
and feedback received
1.2 Status reports on the
implementation process
sent to HOD on a
monthly basis
1.3 Departmental
Risk Profile and
Implementation plan
updated

Actual performance
2007/08 2008/09 2009/10
1
10
15

Estimated
Medium Targets
Performance
2010/11
2011/12 2012/13 2013/14
12
12
12
12

1

9

12

12

12

12

12

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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Performance Indicators
1.4 Approved Internal
Security Policy updated
and tested

Actual performance
2007/08 2008/09 2009/10
1
1
1

Estimated
Medium Targets
Performance
2010/11
2011/12 2012/13 2013/14
1
1
1
1

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

Performance Indicators
1.1 Payments processed
1.2 Monthly reports
1.3 Working days from
requisition to order
1.4 Asset register-no. of
days
1.5 AFS

Actual performance
2007/08 2008/09 2009/10
3000
3900
4000
72
72
72
5
5
3

Estimated
Performance
2010/11
4000
72
3

Medium Targets
2011/12 2012/13 2013/14
4000
4000
4000
72
72
72
3
3
3

9

9

7

7

7

7

7

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

RISK MANAGEMENT AND INTERNAL CONTROL

Performance Indicators
1.1 Risk areas assessed
1.2 Outcomes of
investigations
1.3 Documents tested

Actual performance
2007/08 2008/09 2009/10
5
7
10
5
5
5
120

120

120

Estimated
Medium Targets
Performance
2010/11
2011/12 2012/13 2013/14
10
10
10
10
5
5
5
5
120

120

120

120

7.6. RISK MANAGEMENT
The following key risk areas have been identified:
Risk Area
Invoice payment processes

Consequences
Leads to loss of information and
inaccurate reports
Payroll certification
Incorrect information would lead to
ghost employees
IT Compliance non-compliance Will result in poor information ﬂow,
safekeeping and data authenticity
Accountability, Discipline and Grievances raised by staff will
Grievances
hamper service delivery
Personnel records
Lack of updating personal records
will lead to delays in pensions, and
poor PERSAL records

Controls in place
All payment vouchers are locked in a safe and
invoice tracking register is in place
Paymasters have been appointed and payroll
certification implemented bi-annually
The Department will be implementing the
Disaster recovery plan during the 2009/10 year
Regular training, staff meetings and consultation
with employees on policy issues are taking place
The HR files are updated annually and reminders
are sent to staff quarterly for new information
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8. PROGRAM 2: CIVILIAN OVERSIGHT
Introduction
The Department operates in terms of the provisions of the Constitution, the South African Police Service Act
and Provincial policy and guidelines.
There are 2 sub-programs, namely, Monitoring and Evaluation and Community Liaison.

8.1. Monitoring and Evaluation
The key priorities in the Provincial Growth and Development Strategy that relate to this sub-programme
include:
•
•
•

Strengthen Governance and Service Delivery;
Integrate Investment in Community Infrastructure; and
Develop Human Capability.

The strategic objectives of this sub-programme are formulated to:
•
•
•
•
•

Evaluate Police service delivery and compliance with National policy standards and make
recommendations for redress where required;
Assess the effectiveness of visible policing in the Province;
Improve SAPS efficiency and effectiveness through independent service delivery evaluation and
reward;
Promote public conﬁdence and trust in Police; and
Address service delivery complaints against the Police to support the raising of service standards.
8.1.1 Progress Analysis
Improved methodologies for station evaluation have been introduced that improve both the quality
of the evaluation but also reduce the time taken for the evaluation to be completed. An electronic
complaints management system that will provide increased efficiency and enhanced reporting has
been developed and implemented. An evaluation toolkit will be reassessed to ensure it is relevant
and optimized for the revised SAPS structure.
Analysis of constraints and measures planned to overcome those
Constraints
Counter Measures
Unable to benchmark stations against National Develop an interim automated tool to assist in
norms and standards automatically
benchmarking stations in KwaZulu-Natal
Inconsistent co-operation from SAPS
Negotiate joint planning and review sessions with the
SAPS
Insufficient budget available to market and Engaging with relevant stakeholders for further funding
promote the Department and its activities
to improve the communication of the Department’s
activities. In addition more effective integration between
the Components and the Department’s Communications
Unit
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Constraints
Reliable trend analysis and research is
compromised by difficulties in accessing
credible information
Difficulty in receiving SAPS operational plans

Counter Measures
Building effective relationships with community
stakeholders, research organizations and the South
African Police Service
1. Developing and implementing a protocol with SAPS for
the sharing and management of restricted information
2. Better sharing of information from the Provincial Joint
Operations Centre (JOC)

8.1.2 Description of planned quality improvement measures
Improvement measures shall comprise emphasis on specialization of function and developing the
information systems to enable us to optimize our work.
Staff, with relevant specialist knowledge of policing principles and its varied systems, is required
to evaluate Police performance. Training of staff will be determined by the requirements of the
Directorate’s performance plan and the Human Resource Development Plan.

8.2. STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
PROGRAM 2: SUB-PROGRAM: MONITORING AND EVALUATION
This sub program covers two Directorates:
•
•

Service delivery evaluation
Complaints management

A General Manager manages this sub-program.
8.2.1 SERVICE DELIVERY EVALUATION
Structure of the sub-program
This sub-program evaluates Police service delivery in compliance with National policy standards
and makes recommendations for redress where required. In addition, visible policing across the
Province is checked and the efficiency of the Police is monitored.
Institutions Responsible for performance delivery
•
•

Department of Community Safety and Liaison
South African Police Service

Categories of Personnel
•
•
•
•

1 x Senior Manager: Service Delivery Evaluation
2 x Secretariat
7 x Service Monitors
1 x Administrative Ofﬁcer
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Strategic objective 1 Oversee the effectiveness and efficiency of the Police
Objective statement To ensure that all Police stations in the Province are evaluated on a regular basis
Baseline
Currently 152 Stations have been evaluated per annum
To strengthen governance at Police stations and to improve Service delivery to
Justification
communities.
To ensure an effective and efficient Police service by :
Links
• Evaluating Police stations in KwaZulu-Natal
• Carry out unannounced Police station visits
Strategic objective 2
Objective statement
Baseline
Justification
Links

Assess the effectiveness of visible policing in the Province
To ensure the monitoring of major visible policing operations in the Province
6 major visible policing operations monitored
To ensure Police visibility during major events
To ensure the safety of communities and participants during major events by :
• Monitoring Police visibility during these operations

Strategic objective 3 Promote public confidence and trust in Police
To recognize and reward good performance amongst Police stations in the
Objective statement
Province
Baseline
Holding of an annual Community Awards for Police Excellence
Justification
To recognize the best performing Police stations and SAPS members
These awards assist to improve the level of performance amongst the Police. Helps
Links
improve the morale of members in the SAPS, Improved performance assists in the
reduction of Crime.

8.2.2 COMPLAINTS MANAGEMENT
Structure of the sub-program
The component receives and evaluates complaints from the general public and these complaints
are addressed through the SAPS.
Institutions responsible for performance delivery
•
•

Community Safety and Liaison
SAPS

Categories of Personnel
•
•
•
•

1 x Senior Manager
1 x Secretariat
3 x Complaints Monitors
1 x Administrative Ofﬁcer
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Address service delivery complaints against the Police to support the raising of
service standards
Objective statement Analyze complaints and make recommendations to improve service delivery
Baseline
An average of 400 complaints are received annually
Communities constantly make allegations against the SAPS and the high crime rate
Justification
in specific areas
Nation building and changing the behavior patterns of the communities that the
Links
Department serves

Strategic objective 1

8.3. PERFORMANCE INDICATORS OVER THE MTEF
SERVICE DELIVERY EVALUATION
Performance Indicators
1.1

No. of stations evaluated + CPF’s
verified
1.2 No. of Victim Support centers
assessed
1.3 No. of specialized SAPS units
evaluated
1.4 No. of station interventions to
transform SAPS to be more effective
and efficient
1.5 No. of education and training
sessions held
1.6 Re-evaluate toolkit
1.7 Number of Performance Reviews
held
1.8 Annual report on findings published
1.9 No. of unannounced Police station
visits
1.10 Number of major seasonal
operations evaluated
1.11 Hosting of MEC’s Community
Award for Policing

Estimated
Medium Targets
Performance
2007/08 2008/09 2009/10
2010/11
2011/12 2012/13 2013/14
109
154
152
33
33
33
33
Actual performance

0

39

28

33

33

33

33

0

0

8

5

5

5

5

0

0

4

33

33

33

33

0

0

0

11

11

11

11

1
4

1
4

1
4

1
4

1
4

1
4

1
4

1
12

1
12

1
12

1
11

1
11

1
11

1
11

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

COMPLAINTS MANAGEMENT
Actual performance

Performance Indicators
1.1 Number of complaints finalised
1.2 Develop and monitor stock theft
plan
1.3 Monitor resolutions from Taxi
Meetings
1.4 Number of trend analysis reports
generated
1.5 Stage District Stakeholder
Participation Forums

2007/08 2008/09 2009/10
345
405
400
0
0
1

Estimated
Performance
2010/11
400
1

Medium Targets
2011/12 2012/13 2013/14
400
400
400
1
1
1

0

0

0

8

8

8

8

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

11

11

11

11

11

11

11
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9. PROGRAM 2: SUB-PROGRAM: COMMUNITY LIAISON
The Department operates in terms of the provisions of the Constitution, the South African
Police Service Act and Provincial policies and guidelines.
The key priorities in the Provincial Growth and Development Strategy that relate to this subprogramme include:
•
•
•
•

Strengthen Governance and Service Delivery;
Integrate Investment in Community Infrastructure;
Develop Human Capability; and
Fight Poverty and Protect Vulnerable Groups in Society.

The strategic objectives are formulated to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Oversee the establishment and functioning of community policing forums at all Police stations in the
Province;
Enhance the capacity of community Police structures to improve co-operation between the Police and
the community;
Promote community dialogue and participation in support of crime prevention initiatives and activities;
Execute social crime prevention programmes at Provincial and local level;
Research and develop social crime prevention responses to community safety priorities;
Consolidate the Community Safety Network structure;
Promote the establishment of a Victim Support Network;
Promote special support programmes for victims;
Raise the awareness of protective rights amongst vulnerable groups;
To promote corporate governance and provide strategic project support; and
Implement Volunteer Social Crime Prevention Project.

Progress Analysis
Considerable progress has been made on research, consolidation of existing structures throughout the
Province, communicating the Department’s services, sponsoring the work of Community Policing Forums
and development of safety guidelines for implementation in Municipal IDP’s.
Analysis of constraints and measures planned to overcome them
Constraints
Lack of inclusion of community safety plans in
the Integrated Development Plans (IDPs) of local
authorities
Changing crime patterns and lack of access to crime
statistics from SAPS

Counter Measures
Work in partnership with the Department of Local Government &
Traditional Affairs (LGTA) to engage local authorities in working
towards the inclusion of community safety plans.
1. Undertake research projects to obtain and collate crime
information from other Government Departments, NGO’s
and research institutions
2. Develop a relationship with the SAPS Provincial Crime
Information Analysis Centre (CIAC) for the sharing of
information
Limited integration and structure to co-ordinate crime Establishment of a Provincial integrated crime prevention
prevention efforts
forum
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Constraints
Counter Measures
Varying levels of co-operation by Community Police 1. Encourage the Provincial Community Police Board to play
Boards, and other stakeholders
their role
2. Ensure consultation with all stakeholders from the inception
stage through to implementation and evaluation
Late submission of community safety plans by CPF 1. Engage the Community Police Board to review the protocol
structures
for the submission of community safety plans
2. Continue technical and other support for the drafting of the
community safety plan
Increased demand for ad hoc peace building Motivate for additional funds
initiatives
Lack of adequate accommodation for the Victim 1. Mobilizing funds for installing alternative means of
Friendly Facilities at the SAPS stations
accommodating Victim Friendly Facilities
2. Ensuring SAPS include Victim Friendly Facilities in the
renovation and building of stations
High turnover of volunteers
1. Community education on volunteerism
2. Mobilizing funds and incentives from within the community
for the volunteers

Description of planned quality improvement measures
The Department will thoroughly evaluate Provincial crime prevention efforts. Lessons learnt from successes
and failures will be used to ensure the continual improvement in the quality of Provincial crime prevention
strategies.
The Community Police Forum audits have revealed new tasks for the Department to focus on in order to ensure
effective organization and functioning. Innovative methods of training Community Police Forum volunteers,
including youth and other vulnerable groups, are being implemented, offering a range of community policing
skills from basic to advanced specialist levels. The training also includes quality basic skill development aimed
at better equipping participants to broaden their economic opportunities and enable them to participate in the
Expanded Public Works Programmes.
An assessment of the establishment and functionality of Victim Friendly Facilities has been completed and
research that looks at the support available to victims of family violence in the criminal justice system as a
whole has been conducted. These activities were critical in establishing an accurate picture of gaps between
needs and services provided. The Department has developed a number of programmes to address institutional
and programmatic deficiencies in addressing the needs of victims and vulnerable groups and position the
Department as one of the lead agencies in victim empowerment. The Department will continue to try and
attract sustainable donor funding to improve the quality of service towards victims and vulnerable groups.
The roll-out of the Women’s Safety Audit process is intended to capacitate local Government in undertaking
these audits to determine women’s safety needs and then address them immediately or incorporate them into
their Integrated Development Plans. All District-level Gender Coordinators have been trained and technically
supported to ensure that their Municipalities can undertake these audits.
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This sub-program covers the following directorates:
•
•
•
•

Social crime prevention and research
Victim empowerment
Community Policing
Special projects

A General Manager manages this sub-program.

9.1. SOCIAL CRIME PREVENTION AND RESEARCH
Structure of the sub-program
This sub-program co-ordinates social crime prevention initiatives and research in the KZN Province.
Institutions responsible for performance delivery
•
•

Community Safety and Liaison
All relevant institutions (NGO’s, SAPS, Provincial Government Departments, Religious Organizations)

Categories of Personnel
•
•
•
•
•

1 x Senior Manager
1 x Secretariat
1 x Social Crime Analyst
3 x Social Crime Facilitators
1 x Administrative Ofﬁcer

Strategic objective 1 Research and develop social crime prevention responses to safety priorities
Conduct research surveys on Provincial crime priorities in order to inform Departmental social
Objective statement
crime prevention programs
Reported crime data indicates that a high proportion of crime is domestic in nature, and previous
Baseline
research studies indicate that the youth and schools should receive targeted attention
Dealing with crime in a developmental context requires understanding and addressing the root
Justification
causes of crime
The Provincial priority of Strengthening Governance and Service Delivery is addressed by
the Research programme. All the research topics respond to the SOPA pronouncements on
Links
the need to address the links between poverty and crime and the SONA imperatives to work
towards a secure future for children and build community solidarity and a caring society
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Strategic objective 2 Develop and execute social crime prevention programs at Provincial and local level
Objective statement Develop social crime programs that respond to community safety needs
Reported crime data indicates that a high proportion of crime is inter-personaldomestic in
Baseline
nature, occurs between known persons and affects schools and youth
To reduce alcohol and drug abuse and improve the levels of school safety, greater awareness
Justification
raising and capacity building is necessary. Community involvement in crime prevention is at a
low level and greater capacitation of community members is therefore required
The Capacity Building Programmes involving Ondlunkulu respond to the SONA imperative
that rural development be prioritised. The Substance Abuse Campaigns respond to the SOPA
to fight drugs. Substance Abusers are a KZN Social Cluster priority target group. The focus
Links
on school safety is guided by the SONA and SOPA imperatives to create a secure future for
children. The Provincial priority of Developing Human Capability is addressed by the Integrated
Youth Development Strategy, School Safety and Ondlunkulu capacity-building programmes.
These also respond to the SONA imperative to build community solidarity and a caring society
Strategic objective 3 Consolidate the Community Safety Network structure
Objective statement Develop crime prevention coordinating structures at Provincial and local level
Both at inter-Governmental level as well as between the state and civil society, there has not
Baseline
been sufficient collaboration and networking on crime prevention
A multi-sectoral approach is regarded as most effective in improving service delivery and
Justification
ensuring the effectiveness of programmes
The Provincial priority of Strengthening Governance and Service Delivery is addressed by the
IDP Safety Plan Project, Youth Crime Prevention Hub and Provincial Crime Prevention Forum.
Links
The consolidation of community network structures address the SONA imperative of working
together, strengthening all institutions and integrating the CJS

9.2. VICTIM EMPOWERMENT
Structure of the sub-program
This sub-program promotes and supports victim empowerment.
Institutions Responsible for performance delivery
•
•

Community Safety and Liaison
All other relevant organizations

Categories of Personnel
•
•
•
•

1 x Senior Manager
1 x Secretariat
3 x Victim Liaison Ofﬁcers
1 x Administrative Ofﬁcer
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Strategic objective 1 Assess and explore the plight of victims of crime and facilitate focused responses
Promote recognition of victims rights and roles in addressing their plight by developing and
distributing resourceful materials including policies through structures such as CPFs, CSFs,
Objective statement
VSCPP etc to bridge the gaps as identified with a view to address victimization and monitoring
the implementation of legislation aimed at improving the protection of victims
Baseline
The facilitation of an integrated response to address gaps on human rights
The community surveys and or dialogues are necessary for facts finding. This will provide
the platform for communities and or victims at local level to state their plight and assist the
Justification
Directorate to develop relevant material which will address specific local and District problems
and or challenges
• The NCPS requires that we implement a victim support programme, based on surveys
of victims’ experiences of the criminal justice system and provide basic information to
complainants and victims regarding the progress of all cases, as well as key information
which enables victims to lay complaints more easily
Links
• National , Provincial priorities and the January 8 statement requires that the Crime
Prevention, Justice and Security Cluster be strengthened to ensure co-ordination of activities
of all Provincial role-players
• The Crime Symposium resolution to intensify a campaign against women and child abuse
and increase awareness on human trafficking
Strategic objective 2

Objective statement

Baseline

Justification

Links

Facilitate the establishment of Victim Support Network through partnerships with all
stakeholders
Promoting and supporting Intersectoral Victim Empowerment initiatives (building a united front
against crime) to ensure thorough intervention into Victim Friendly Facilities (VFFs )and facilitate
establishment of an integrated pro-active intervention network, thus ensuring that victims are
able to cope and live a normal life after criminal incidents
Victims of crime have in the past suffered secondary victimization as a result of poor treatment,
insufficient support and stakeholder’s role confusion. The development of a database of
all stakeholders at a Provincial level will strengthen the referral system to address these
imbalances
This programme will make the criminal justice process more victim-friendly and minimize the
secondary victimization of victims of crime
The Provincial Victim Empowerment Forum, Provincial Gender Machinery including Men’s
Forum ,Office on the status of Disabled Persons (OSDP), Veterans network and KwaZulu-Natal
Programme of Action for Children (KPAC) , the abovementioned networks respond to the
Symposium resolutions and January 8 statement which requires all role-players to form a united
front against crime. National and Provincial Priorities are also relevant
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Strategic objective 3
Objective statement

Baseline

Justification

Links

Capacitate and empower both SAPS and the community through victim support programmes
for the vulnerable groups
Promoting issues of Human Rights within SAPS environment and capacitating communities on
developed resources by working closely with SAPS social crime prevention clusters will ensure
increased victim sensitivity
The projects are Local, District and Provincial based e.g. Child Protection Programme,
Women’s’ Day and women’s month activities , Safety Month Activities (November) and 16
Days of Activism Campaign
The Directorate is also responsible to ensure that safety related legislation is implemented as
expected e.g. Workshop SAPS officers on Victim Empowerment, Victims Charter, Victim Friendly
Facilities, the role of SAPS on the implementation of Older Persons Act 13 of 2006 and the
implementation of the Domestic Violence Act 116 of 1998. Empowerment of both communities
and stakeholders (SAPS, NGOs,etc.) will ensure that victims of crime become survivors and the
cycle of abuse does not continue
Symposium resolutions and January 8 statement - emphasize on the creation of awareness on
human rights, prevention of domestic violence, reduction in rape and child molestation cases,
as well as the prevention of discrimination, exploitation of immigrants and farm workers

Strategic objective 4 Promote special support programmes for victims
Special support programmes for victims were established and implemented and there is a need
Objective statement
to constantly maintain them to ensure sustainability
Consistent technical support provided to all victims of crime and vulnerable groups. These
programmes include the following:• Veterans programme
• Widows and widowers (Vukuzithathe Widowed Programme) including widows for SAPS and
Baseline
taxi industry
• Kuyoze Kubenini comic book and DVD ( Children’s programme)
• Men’s Programme
• Safe teas (Older Persons
The Directorate needs to respond to the issues of victimization and empower vulnerable groups
Justification
with information on how to survive following a traumatic experience and these also serve as
survival skill. Those include women, men, children, the elderly and people with disabilities
The programmes under this objective address the linkage of social grants to jobs or economic
activity in order to encourage self reliance among the able-bodied as called for in the Provincial
and National priorities.
Links
They also support the Province’s One Home One Garden campaign to focus on food security.
The Widows & Widowers programme (Vukuzithathe) and the Veterans’ programme address
both National and Provincial priories as well January 8 statement. The Provincial Symposium
emphasized the need to intensify campaigns against women and child abuse

9.3. COMMUNITY POLICING
Structure of the sub-program
This sub-program helps to build the capacity of CPFs and facilitate the involvement of communities in policing
matters.
Institutions responsible for performance delivery
•
•
•

Community Safety and Liaison
SAPS
All other relevant organizations
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Categories of Personnel
•
•
•
•

1 x Senior Manager
1 x Secretariat
7 x Community Liaison Ofﬁcers
1 x Administrative Ofﬁcer
Promote and establish and facilitate the functioning of Community Policing Forums at all
community policing structures in the Province
To encourage all the Heads of Police Stations to establish and register Community Police
Forums which they have democratically established within their areas, ensure they are
Objective statement
registered as statutory bodies. Facilitate an integrated approach towards community safety
(building a united front against crime)
Partnerships and communication between the Police and the communities which they serve
Baseline
are not at optimum levels due to a combination of historical factors and current organizational
challenges
The promotion of strong partnerships and consultation in order to determine community needs
and policing priorities promote Police accountability, transparency and effectiveness. Therefore,
Justification
enhancing and supporting a consultative approach by the Police through CPFs is integral to
improving services to the community
The establishment of healthy partnerships between the Police and communities addresses
the Provincial priorities of strengthening governance and service delivery, and the SONA
Links
imperatives of enhancing the Criminal Justice System and reducing crime by 7% to 10%. The
establishment of Community Safety Forums addresses the SONA imperative of working together
to strengthen all institutions and integrate the CJS

Strategic objective 1

Enhance the capacity of Community Police structures to improve co-operation between the
Police and the community
Provide training for Community Police Forum members in order to enhance their functioning,
Objective statement
their effectiveness in improving service delivery and their reporting to the Department
Community Police Forums have struggled to function at acceptable levels, in part due to skills
Baseline
shortages
Offering training to CPF members enhances their credibility with the Police and the communities
Justification
they represent. More effective reporting by CPF executives enhances trust between the Police
and communities
The capacity building offered to members of the community responds to the priority of
Links
developing human capability and the SONA skills development imperative

Strategic objective 2

Promote community dialogue and participation in support of crime prevention initiatives and
activities
Joint identiﬁcation and analysis of the causes of crime and conﬂict within communities in order
Objective statement
to more effectively mediate community conﬂicts and initiate peace-building processes
Numerous conflicts have erupted within the Province over various issues resulting in the
Baseline
disruption of community harmony and the loss of life and property
Left unattended, community conﬂicts become protracted and more difﬁcult to resolve. The
Department has identiﬁed mediation as an important means to quell community conﬂicts and
Justification
the initiation of peace building processes through Communities-in-Dialogue Programme is
important to maintain the hard-won peace
The Communities-in-Dialogue Programme responds to the SONA imperative of building
community solidarity and a caring society, and promoting unity in diversity. It also addresses
Links
the SONA imperative of working together to develop a shared value system based on the spirit
of community

Strategic objective 3
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9.4. SPECIAL PROJECTS and INTERSECTORAL COLLABORATION
Structure of the sub-program
This sub-program undertakes special projects and inter-sectoral collaboration. The main ﬂagship program, the
VSCPP, falls under this sub-program
Institutions responsible for performance delivery
•
•
•
•

Community Safety and Liaison
SAPS
Other Government Departments
Other relevant organizations

Categories of Personnel
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 x Senior Manager
1 x Secretariat
1 x Project coordinator
11 x Field Ofﬁcers
1 x Administrative Clerk
2 x Data Capturers

Strategic objective 1
Objective statement
Baseline
Justification

Links

To implement special inter-sectoral projects
To render inter-sectoral services
Lack of facilitation in the Departmental, Provincial and National cross-cutting issues
To ensure co-operative governance by managing Provincial and National cross-cutting issues
Intensive campaign to fight crime – discourage buying stolen goods (SONA & SOPA)
Drugs - substance abusers are a social cluster priority
target group – SONA (Partnership with DSD)
Training and skills development initiatives (SONA)
School Safety – SONA (Partnership with DAC and DOE)

Strategic objective 2 Implement Volunteer Social Crime Prevention Project
Objective statement To improve communication between communities and SAPS
Baseline
Lack of community engagement in the fight against crime
Engage communities in the fight against crime by implementing community based crime
Justification
prevention activities
Intensive campaign to fight crime – discourage buying stolen goods (SONA & SOPA)
Community-based crime prevention good practices (“build community solidarity and a caring
society”)
Links
Create job opportunities – EPWP
Training and skills development initiatives (SONA) Prevention of crime and corruption - VSCPP
will be reinforced and expanded ahead of 2010 FIFA World Cup and forever after – SOPA
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9.5. PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
SOCIAL CRIME PREVENTION AND RESEARCH
Actual performance

Performance Indicators
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5

1.6

2007/08 2008/09 2009/10
Number of Targeted Research
4
4
3
Surveys conducted
Number of priority programmes
3
10
3
implemented
Number of Districts where strategy
11
6
5
is implemented.
Number of District and Local IDPs
6
6
11
with Safety Plans incorporated
Provincial Crime Prevention Forum
4
4
4
maintained through quarterly
meetings
Provincial Youth Crime Prevention
0
0
3
coordinating hub established
and maintained through quarterly
meetings

Estimated
Performance
2010/11
3

Medium Targets
2011/12 2012/13 2013/14
3
3
3

3

3

3

3

11

11

11

11

61

61

61

61

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

COMMUNITY POLICING
Actual performance

Performance Indicators
1.1 No. of CPF members trained
1.2 No. of induction initiatives
1.3 No. of CPF clusters receiving funding
for projects
1.4 N u m b e r o f D i s t r i c t s w h e r e
Community Safety Forums are
established that previously did not
exist. (incl Metro)
1.5 No. of CPF’s registered and certified
1.6 Number of interventions facilitated
1.7 Number of required peace building
initiatives completed
1.8 Number of Districts where Street
Committees are established
1.9 Number of Integrated Consultative
meetings held

2007/08 2008/09 2009/10
1*
92
94
0
0
28
1
1
25

Estimated
Performance
2010/11
94
50
25

Medium Targets
2011/12 2012/13 2013/14
94
94
94
50
50
50
25
25
25

0

3

11

11

11

11

11

0
0
12

0
0
27

50
50
6

75
50
6

75
50
6

75
50
6

75
50
6

0

0

0

11

11

11

11

0

0

0

4

4

4

4
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VICTIM EMPOWERMENT
Estimated
Medium Targets
Performance
2007/08 2008/09 2009/10
2010/11
2011/12 2012/13 2013/14
Number of Victim Surveys 0
0
0
3
3
4
4
conducted
Number of interventions conducted 0
0
3
3
3
4
4
in addressing plight of Victims
A Provincial Victim Empowerment 0
0
0
1
1
1
1
Symposium held
Number of Network meetings held 4
17
4
4
4
4
4
Number of districts where 0
0
0
11
11
11
11
community and SAPS clusters are
capacitated
Increase the awareness of Protective 5
17
3
3
3
4
4
Rights amongst vulnnerable groups
Number of districts wherein existing 10
10
11
11
11
11
11
programmes maintained to support
victims
Actual performance

Performance Indicators

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5

1.6
1.7

SPECIAL PROJECTS
Estimated
Performance

Actual Report
Performance Indicators
2007/08 2008/09
1.1 Number of projects integrating
SAPS and communities in
Umzimkhulu
1.2 Inputs provided to the provincial
2010 safety plans
1.3 Number of awareness campaigns
coordinated to promote civic
pride and respect for the rule
of law (including stolen goods
campaigns)
1.4 A c c u r a t e r e p o r t i n g o n t h e
departmental contributions the
EPWP programme provided
1.5 Inputs to the African Renaissance
Programme through financial
contributions and publications of
departmental programmes in the
African Renaissance Programme
provided
1.6 Accurate reports on departmental
safety programmes to the 5-year
Local Government Strategic Agenda
provided
1.7 N u m b e r o f d i s t r i c t s w h e r e
volunteers are deployed

Medium, Targets

2009/10

2010/11

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

6

6

7

5

5

5

5

4

4

1

1

0

0

0

10

6

12

11

11

11

11

0

4

4

4

4

4

4

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

2

2

2

2

2

2

6

11

11

11

11

11

11
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1.8 Number of volunteers deployed
1.9 Number of Crime Prevention and
Awareness campaigns run

1000
0

1850
11

2100
11

2100
11

2100
11

2100
11

2100
11

9.6. RESOURCE CONSIDERATIONS
9.6.1 Expenditure trends
Service delivery targets have generally been met or exceeded and more aggressive targets have
been set for the coming years. Achievement of these targets will be through improved efficiency
in operations.
Summary of payments and estimates - Programme 2: Civilian Oversight
Main
Appropriation

Outcome
R Thousand

Monitoring and Evaluation

Audited
2006/07

Audited
2007/08

Audited
2008/09

Adjusted
Appropriation

Revised
Estimate

2009/10

Medium-term Estimates
2010/11

2011/12

2012/13

9,262

7,935

10,450

11,453

11,453

10,487

12,698

13,479

14,080

Community Liaison

26,418

49,527

72,042

81,204

81,204

80,064

89,416

94,880

99,974

Total

35,680

57,462

82,492

92,657

92,657

90,551

102,114

108,359

114,054
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Summary of payments and estimates by economic classification - Programme 2: Civilian Oversight
Main
Appropriation

Outcome
R Thousand

Current payments

Audited
2006/07

Audited
2007/08

Audited
2008/09

Adjusted
Appropriation

Revised
Estimate

2009/10

Medium-term Estimates
2010/11

2011/12

2012/13

32,154

52,007

82,366

87,907

91,422

89,351

100,114

107,637

111,655

Compensation of employees

12,316

12,816

15,228

18,187

18,187

71,975

80,927

87,133

89,489

Goods and services

19,838

39,191

67,138

69,720

73,255

71,975

80,926

87,133

89,849

Interest and rent on loan

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Transfers and subsidies to:

3,205

3,000

-

3,300

-

-

-

-

-

Provinces and municipalities

8

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Departmental agencies and
accounts

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Universities and technikons

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Foreign Governments and
interNational organisations

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Public corporations and
private enterprises

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3,197

3,000

-

3,300

-

-

-

-

-

Non-profit institutions
Households

-

Payments for capital assets
Building and other fixed
structures
Machinery and equiptment
Heritage assets

321

2,455

126

1,450

1,215

1,200

2,000

722

2,399

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

175

2,455

126

1,450

1,215

1,200

2,000

722

2,399

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Specialised military assets

-

-

-

-

-

-

Biological Assets

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Land and sub-sol asstes

-

-

146

-

-

-

35,680

57,462

Software and other intangible
assets
Payments fo financial assets
Total

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

82,492

92,657

92,657

90,551

102,114

108,359

114,054

Expenditure trends in this program is explained as follows:
Compensation of employees:
The increase in Compensation of employees reﬂects the cost of the full structure of the programme, inclusive
of inﬂationary increases and pay progressions. The increase in the 2008/09 main budget from 2007/08 against
this category is in respect of the additional contract personnel required to manage the VSCPP. The increase
against this category from the 2008/09 main budget to the 2008/09 adjusted budget is ascribed to cover the
higher than anticipated 2008 wage agreement, as mentioned above. The increase in this category over the
2009/10 MTEF is in line with inﬂation.
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Goods and Services:
The substantial increase in expenditure against the sub-programme: Community Liaison from 2006/07 to
2007/08 is in respect of increased efforts by the Department in the arena of Social Crime Prevention, as
well as increased funding for the ﬂagship project of VSCPP. During the 2008/09 Adjustments Estimate the
department increased this sub-programme by R3.5 million, of which R2.5 million was allocated for the Youth
Summit awareness campaign relating to the InterNational Youth Crime Prevention and Cities Summit that was
held during June 2008. The remaining R1 million was allocated for the 2010 Safety and Security Work stream
in respect of the 2010 World Cup, which relates to the Department’s role in bringing crime rates down and
ensuring that the risk of disruption to either planning or the execution of the World Cup is minimised. The
increase from the 2008/09 Adjustments Estimate to 2009/10 against this sub-programme can be ascribed to
increased funding for the VSCPP as well as intensifying the effectiveness of SAPS.
Also the increase from 2007/08 onwards is attributed to the expansion of operations in the Umzimkhulu area,
the creation of additional awareness of the functions of the Department among communities, as well as the
implementation of the VSCPP.
Transfers:
Regarding Transfers and subsidies to: Non-profit institutions funding was in respect of CPF’s operations and
activities. In the 2008/09 Adjustments Estimate, funds were moved from Transfers and subsidies to Goods and
services. The continued expenditure in 2007/08 and over the 2009/10 MTEF is to enable the Department to
provide operational funding for the CPFs, together with funding of projects.
Trends in Staff numbers
The staff complement for this sub-program has remained constant over the MTEF.

9.7. RISK MANAGEMENT
SERVICE DELIVERY EVALUATION
Risk Area
Insufficient measures to prevent illegal cross border
activities which affects the safety of our communities
Globalization of crime increasing the risk of violent crimes
and negatively impacting on communities and society as
a whole
Perception that the Police and justice systems don’t work
effectively increases instances of crime and violent crime

Mitigation
Greater awareness conducted within the SAPS structures
by the Department
Crime awareness programs are conducted across the
Province
The Department co-ordinates regular meetings of the JCPS
cluster
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COMPLAINTS MANAGEMENT
Risk Area
Policy decisions made by the National Minister for Safety &
Security with insufficient consultation, funding or adequate
legislation (Complaints/ICD – CPF/CSF)
Failure to address community issues by other Departments
result in the DCSL having to develop social crime
programmes for which it does not have funding
Failure by the communities to differentiate between the
roles of DCSL and SAPS leads to the limited utilization of
the DCSL services

Mitigation
Working in collaboration with the National Departments and
the ICD
Collaborating with the other line function Departments

All the awareness programs of the Department focus on the
role of the Department

SOCIAL CRIME PREVENTION AND RESEARCH
Risk Area
Activities of other Provincial Departments may cause the
DCSL to develop social crime programmes for which it
does not have funding
Perception of people that crime does pay which affects
the security of communities - criminal lifestyle is seen as
glamorous
Decaying existing infrastructure and poorly planned new
developments increase the risk of social and other crime
activities
Deterioration of family structures and negative change
in social trends, puts additional strain on Departmental
resources in response to changing crime patterns

Mitigation
Strengthen the collaboration between SAPS +DCSL and
Social Development
Continuous involvement at community levels by the
Department on social crime issues
Working closely with other line function Departments to
resolve all infrastructure problems
Strengthen the collaboration between SAPS +DCSL and
Social Development

VICTIM EMPOWERMENT
Risk Area
Failure by Government to implement programmes to reintegrate ex-combatants into communities resulting in an
increased risk of violence and crime
Transfer of economic wealth to richer Provinces results
in less employment (deterioration in socio-economic
conditions) and increase in social crime in KwaZulu-Natal

Mitigation
Engage SAPS to provide crime statistics on monthly basis

Placing a standing item on possible causes of conflict
within the line Department’s activities in the agendas of the
clusters
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COMMUNITY POLICING
Risk Area
Movement of people from informal housing to low-cost
housing without proper communication and planning
results in additional demand for Communities in Dialogue
activities
Ineffective implementation of Land Reform negatively
affecting the implementation of the Departmental
objectives
Ineffective planning and coordination of socio-economic
projects results in conﬂict within communities which puts a
strain on Departmental resources
Increased crime will cause community to lose confidence
in law enforcement agencies which would negatively
impact on the reputation of the Department (DCSL)

Mitigation
Placing a standing item on possible causes of conflict
within the line Department’s activities in the agendas of the
clusters
Placing a standing item on possible causes of conflict
within the line Department’s activities in the agendas of the
clusters
Placing a standing item on possible causes of conflict
within the line Department’s activities in the agendas of the
clusters
Strengthen consultation at Minmec Level

SPECIAL PROJECTS
Risk Area
Failure to / inadequate identification and response to
weaknesses in Provincial 2010 security plan resulting in
reputational damage to South Africa
Unsuccessful implementation of the Volunteer Social Crime
Prevention Project could result in significant reputational
damage to the Department and non-achievement of
Provincial and National priorities
Inappropriate selection of volunteers e.g. not accepted by
stakeholders
Position of South Africa as an economic powerhouse in
Africa makes it attractive to opportunists to commit crime
and organised crime
Lack of funding for the coordination of 2010 FIFA World
Cup activities could result in inadequate planning of
security operations

Mitigation
The Department serves on the Provincial Forum that deals
with the Safety and Security work-stream
Increased involvement of CPF and other stakeholders in
the selection and management of volunteers

Increased involvement of CPF and other stakeholders in
the selection and management of volunteers
The Department works closely with SAPS on the crossborder issues
The Department works closely with other Departments in
the safety workstream
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PART C: LINKS TO OTHER PLANS
11. LINKS TO INFRASTRUCTURE AND CAPITAL PLANS
There are no plans to develop any infrastructure over the MTEF period.

12. CONDITIONAL GRANTS
The Department has not been allocated any conditional grants over the MTEF period.

13. PUBLIC ENTITIES
There are no public entities attached to this Department.

14. PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP
The Department has not entered into any public-private partnerships and does not plan to do so over this
period.
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‘Build a United Front Against Crime’

179 Jabu Ndlovu Street (Loop Street),
Pietermaritzburg, 3201
Private Bag X9143
Pietermaritzburg, 3200
Telephone: +27 (0) 33 341 9300
Facsimile: +27 (0) 33 342 6345
Website: www.kzncomsafety.gov.za

